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relatively short. stumpy tail
dark brown spots on a pale brown background
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On opening night, 1l1Ose
who arrived early enough
gathered around a bonfire at
the caretakers',
John and
Nancy Korabic. The next
morning got off to a good
sL'Irt-<lespite cooking facilities which consisted of a

camping stove and a monster

Red Salamander larva (Pseudo/rilon rubetj. Likely habi.
tat-small
gravely streams within the twilight zone.
Younger individuals will have relatively larger gills.

MCNP Field Guide
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As part of the Mammoth Cave National Park
smaller cave inventory, a crude biological field guide to
the subterranean Mammoth Cave macro-fauna is being
prepared. Copies of wildlife sketches will be plastic
laminated 10 make them cave. resistant.
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Home Again on the Ridge
Sue Hagan & Mick Sulton
On Easter weekend, the first CRF expedition to
operate out of Hamilton Valley was attended by founeen
cavers and a few non.caving visitors. Notable among the
Ialter were Art and Peggy Palmer-look
for an interview
in the August Newsletter.
The in-alVe objectives centered aronnd mapping to
snpport carlography in Mammoth Cave, a small-alVe
location trip, and two trips which mainly supported
NPS resonrce management objectives; details of these
trips will appear in the Angust Newsletter. But the most
important aim was to test the feasibility of running an
expedition from Hamilton Valley, with its limited facili.
ties, and to expose JVs to the idea and practice of operating ont of CRF-owned premises.
Facilities in camp were back to the basics; tents,
water camed in, and a small field house (1I1erecenlly
renovated tenant house) with no electricity. However,
there was no shortage of enthusiasm.

antique
Coleman
burner
(kindly supplied by Joyce
Hoffmaster), we had a boun.
1.5 x life-size
teous breakfast of eggs, sau.
sage, juice, fruit, bread, and
rot.gut coffee (it got belter
when a jar of instant coffee
was snbstitnted). Richard Zopf, in keeping with 1I1e
holiday, hung a large pink rabbit poster on the outside
of 1I1efield.house. The front porch served as food counter
and seating space.
Only those few working on the smaller cave loca.
tion project had to cope with tlle ferry crossing. The
absence of ferry anxiety (is it running? what if our crew
is late? what if there's an emergency?..) was a welcome
relief for everyone else who remained on, or usually
under, Mammotll and Flint Ridges. Crews <lepmted as
early as 8:30 am and the last returned by II pm.
The first evening dinner wa' a gourmet cookout of
chicken with rice, baked potatoes, choice of vegeL1bles,
pie and, of course, champagne. There was plenty of dis.
cussion about CRF goals mId the facilities to be built.
And there was also a great deal of merriment as JVs
celebrated being in our own home.
Events on the final <.layincluded twO more work
trips into the Mammotll.Flint
Ridge system, a walk
around the adjoining Sides property, a lOur ~Uldbiologi.
cal inventory of CRF's Adwell Cave, lots more food,
and an evening bonfire in front of tlle tenant house. 111e
weather for most of the weekend was Kentucky spring-

time at its best: mild temperatures, dogwoods and rrxl.
buds in bloom. The rains abated until Monday morning,
proving that a good roof overllCad was a necessity.
No one seemed 10 mind tllC primitive facilities; in
fact. there was willing help with all camp management
chores and elean.np conld not have been simpler. 'Ille
lack of luxury resulted in much environmental consciousness aboot using the sparse water snpplies wisely
and being attuned to basic sanilation conccms. Of
course, lights were not left running (unless tllCY were
carbides). One recognized fanlt was tlle extensive use of

Continued p. J 3 ...
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Wanted:
you like
We have
get done.
me know
help you

Editors,

Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
Route I, Box 1lOA
Annapolis,
MO 63620

Production Manager: Richard Zopf
Guadalupes Correspondent: Lois Bergthold
Quarterly: Feb., May, Aug., Nov.
Subscriptions: $5.00 per year. Free to JVs.
The CRF NEWSLETTER is a publication of the
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of
Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research,
conservation, and education about caves and karst.
For information about the CRF, write to: Phil
DiBlasi, CRF President. 1244 South Brook,
Louisville, KY 40203-2718.
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Karst Geology-Art Palmer, June 12-17.
Exploration of Mammoth Cave-Stan Sides, June 12.17.
Karst Hydrology-Will While & Nick Crawford, June 19-24.
Speleology-Roger Drucker. June 19-24.
Cave Photography-Chuck Swedlund & Richard Zopf. June
19-24. See p. 4
For information,
contact Dr. Nick Crawford, Center for
Cave and Karst Studies. Dept. of Geography and Geology,

Western Kentucky University. Bowling Grecn. KY 42101.
(502-745-4555

45387. Tel: 513-767-9222
(before 10 p.m. eastern). Also.
if you have an E-Mail Address, please send it to Richard.

).

1995 National
Cave Management
SymposiumCall ror papers. The conference will take place October
25-28 at Spring Mill State Park. Indiana. The emphasis will
be on cooperative efforts towards cave management
and
protection. Submit abstracts by July 15 to Keitb Dunlap.
Indiana Karst Conservancy. PO Box 2401, Indianapolis.
IN
46206. Each presentation
will be allotted 20 minutes. The
registration
fee will be $100 ($80 before August 31; 50%
student discount).
Carlsbad
Cavern
Lint ')ickln'
Camp will take place
Sept. 18-22. lbe camp is open to all, especially previous
lint-pickers. The cost is $65. Contact Pat Jablonsky,
604
Southern Sky, Cartsbad, NM 88220 (505-887-6668).
(Temporary)
Project
Manager
Needed
for
Guadalupe
Mountain
Project.
Due to Tony Grieco's
designation as expectant father. he is surrendering his post
for a while. Anyone willing to take over the Guadalupe
Mountains National Park Operation should contact Tom
Madison (505-393-5604).
The job promises lots of ridgewalking and huge potential
for significant
new cave
discoveries.

Hamilton
Valley
I)roject
leaders.
Would
to take on a project at our Hamilton Valley site?
a number of projects, large and small, that need to
They are projects that almost anybody can do. Let
if you are interested, and I will give details and
get started. Roger McClure, 513-233-3561.

Wanted:
Input
for Camp
~lanagement
Manual:
Development of a comprehensive Camp Management Man.
ual is underway for the CRF Mammolh Cave operation. We
need menu recommendations
and tried and true recipes (to
serve 20). Oilier ideas for the manual's contents are welcome. Contact Candy Leek: 904-646-2722
(w): 904-7240195 (b) or Larry Pursell. 502-777-3517 (h).
Deadline
for next
Issue
Is July
I, 1995.
Please
make sure your submissions for the next issue reach us by
ilie above date. SHIMS

Mammoth

Cave Science Conference
July 6.7

Manunoth Cave National Park held its tirst Science
Conference in 1990. Over the years Ille conference has
grown in attendance and broadened in suhject maller.
This multi-disciplinary conference has proven to be an
excellent forum in which the National Park and area
researchers update their projects and exch,mge ideas. Past
years' topics have includcd archeological, historical, and
social research. cartography, surface-subsurface internelions, and cave conservation.
This year's conference will be co-sponsored by
Mammoth Cave National Park and the Cave Research
Foundation and will be held at Ole Park's Training Center on Thursday, July 6 and Friday, July 7. 1995. As it
will be falling at the end of CRF's week-long July expedition, JVs will have an excellent opportunity to participate in some of the ongoing tield work prior to
allending the rese."lfch presen~1tions. The Conference
Coordinator is Joe Meiman (502-749-2508).

Notes From Here and There
Daniel Glenn HiII-lIorn
December
13, 1994,
son of Andrea & Larry Hill, grandson of Alan & Carol
Hill.
Finley-Holiday
Is Filming
in Mammoth
Ca ve
Olis spring for production of a reUlil video featuring Ole
cave, the sinkhole plain, Green River, cave tours, park
facilities and surface activities.

Brian
Holcomb
has moved.
The Guadalupe Escarpment Area's Personnel Manager is now at 1224 Monroe,
NE, Albuquerque. NM 87110, Pbone 505-266-8485.

Quote for the Quarter: "Science at the CUlling OO!,'C
is always controversial, and only with lime are conllicting ideas resolved into what we call truth."

Address
Changes:
Richard Zopf, 830

Art Palmer, Oneonta, NY; extract from a letter to Time.

Please send all address changes to
Xenia Avenue, Yellow Springs,
01
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Letter to the Edi tors

More on Comfort
Cavin~
1 vel)' much enjoyed the February 1995 issue ...!
must dispute, however, your statement in the header that
[hot coffee on cave trips] is a "recent innovation."
Your classification of "mid.lifc" cavers a" anyone
with caving experience of morc than 15 years and less
than 45 years must snrely leave me in the "elderly" calegol)'. 1 entered my first cave (Endless Caverns of
Virginia) at the age of 6, which was 66 years ago ...!
began caving at Flint Ridge in 1959 ....
1 haven't been back to dIe Ridge for a number of
years, so 1 don't know what kinds of rations are being
distributed for cave meals today. However, in the early
days, one cave meal consisted of a small can of meat...a
small can of fruit cocktail, and a large can of date-nut
bread to be divided among a 4-man crew. Candy bars
were added as an extra lreat. It was standard procedure to
use heat tabs or fuel bars to heat dIe canned meat. (In a
well-ventilated passage, of course. I got a monstrous
headache a couple of times ....) While the meat was heating, we would eat the can of fruit. By the time the meat
was hot enough, we would use dle empty fruit can to
heat water for coffee, tea, bouillon, or hot chocolate.

Building

Fund Update

Roger McClure
A special thanks to those who have made contributions to the Building Fund since the last Newsleller.
They are: Doug Aldennan, Janet & Tom Alfred, Marie
& Rex Bridgemon, Jim Click Automotive, Dave & Sue
Ecklund, Bob Eggers, Harry Grover, Chris Groves, Panl
Hauck, Pat Kambesis, Candy Leek, Karen & Pete lindsley, Roger McClure, Kevin Neff, Dob Osburn, Nonn
Pace, Larry Pursell, Bob Salika, Marla Steele, and Bill
Woodin.
Contributions and income to tile Fund now total
over $250,000 plus $90,000 in pledges. We need everyone's help and support. Our goal is $500,000; we are
well on our way. Please help by sending your contributions and pledges to Cave Research Foundation, c/o
Roger McClure, Treasurer, 4700 Amberwood Drive,
Dayton, OH 45424.

Happenings

at Hamilton

Valley

Roger McClure
Two gates are being constructed :Uldinstalled on tile
roads leading into our property. These will be especially
helpful to tile property carcwkers in controlling illegal
trespassing. Phil DiBlasi, Alan Gcrecke and S~lll Sides
are the primary gate gurus, widl contingency help from

ol.her assislants.

Sometimes, one fuel bar would be sufficient
both the chicken and the waler.

to heat

My personal contribution to this whole process was
designing an extremely light weight stove ...take a strip
of heavy aluminum foil about 6" wide, fold it over three
times to fonn a triple layer strip 2" wide. Coil d,is several times in a circle slightly smaller than the smallest
can you will be heating, and staple together in several
places. Use a paper punch to provide air holes around the
circumference of the top and bottom edges, and your
stove is ready to use. Light your heat tab on a flat rock,
place the stove over it, and put the can of meat on top.
One word of caution-be
sure to partial Iv remove the
top of tile can ...One time a fellow caver forgot this
important step, and we 1~1dbeenie-weenies splattered all
over us and that part of the cave!
And I wonldn't be caught WitllOut my kneepads,

either!
Don F. Dlack, Chattanooga, 1N
Editors' reply: Thanks. Don. for your continuing interest in
CRF. It sounds as if cave meals haven't changed all that
much. Your lightweight stove sounds like a good idea for
group cooking, though the use of chemical heat tabs has
largely been abandoned for safely reasons.

Dick Maxey is heading up a projeet to repair anJ
paint the lower valley bam. The structure will provide
useful storage space. Work started in April with roof
repair work. lbe tenant house is currently serviceable for
overnight stays and even as an expedition field-house.
To make the facility more accommodating, a propane
gas stuve and hanging lanterns would be very useful.
Anyone have operating items they would be willing to

donate?
'The September 16 trash cleanup (see below) will
involve JVs, ACCA members, and local conununity
volunteers. We want to set the example on cleanup mxI
proper karst land management.

"Don't Mess \Vith Mammoth"
Sept. 16, 1995

Day

Rick Olson & Mike Yocum
'111reeclasses of pollutants can enter karst aquifers,
degrade water quality, mId do harm to the aquatic biological conununities in caves and base-level streams:
organic enrichment, toxic substances, and sediment.
Each has a recognizable adverse effect on aquatic communities, as described in various works by Dr. Tom
Poulson. Some of tllese pollutants are carried into waler
enlering Mmnmolh Cave from the Cave Research Foundation's 200 acre Hamilton Valley property, willlin tile

Continued over ...
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Don't

Mess

with

Mammoth.

Mammoth Cave watershed. We would like to do something about the problem, and we need your help. A great
social movement is in the works!
CRF and Dave and Debbie Foster of the American
Cave Conservation Association (ACCA) have agreed to
co-organize a day of karsUand stewardship. This event is
scheduled for Saturday, September 16, from 9:00 a.m.
nntil 2:00 p.m. There is plenty of space for primitive
camping atllamilton Valley, two ouUlOnses, and nearby
drinking water (but no showers).

New Offering in "Summer in the Park";
Cave Photography
Chuck Swedlund
The Cave Photography workshop will explore visual ideas, concepts, and the various techniques used to
produce meaningful photographs in caves. Il will consist
of lectures, slide presentations, videos ruld field trips.
Various types of cameras and lighting equipment will be
discussed and demonstrated. Both black and white rull
color films will be covered.

Rubbish in sinkholes needs to be hagged up piece
by piece. There's a collection of rusty old appliances and
a fifty-five gallon drum or two containing unknown
liquid (probably heating oil). In a fonner tobacco field,
some sheet and gully erosion needs anemion. Spreading
hay over any exposed areas and moving some soil with
hand tools will probahly be part of the prescription.
Thus, Ulere's heavy and light work to do, all of it bringing a great sense of satisfaction. Everyone can come
away with some kind of "treasure" from the trash:
whether an artifact is hauled home or to UICdump, you
will know you have done something truly worUlwhile
(and it's cheaper than a flea market).
A large turnout is important because we hope to
have coverage by television and newspapers; it's difficult
to create the image of a great social movement with
only a handful of people! 'l1le greatest value of media
involvement is environmcnlal education. We will <b
good things for the aquifer and for the habitat direcUy by
working in Hamilton Valley, but by adding publicity we
may also help slow the rate of sinkhole dumping, and
even instigate cleanups elsewhere.
Dave Foster has pointed out that it is mutually
beneficial for the two national karst-oriented organizations headquartered in Hart Coumy, Kentucky, to work
together because our functions are complementary. We
couldn't agree more.
Initial steps have been taken to expand the boundary
of the Mammoth Cave Area Biosphere Reserve, rull
when this occurs it will include the basin of ACCA's
Hidden River Cave. Two primary goals of Ule Imemational Biosphere Reserve System are conservation of
biodiversity and sustainable economic developmem.
This will be fertile ground for furUlCr cooperation
between our two groups.
Though Ule words "great social movement" may
seem a bit pretentious, we are sincere in stating that the
goals of both CRF and ACCA do require something on
that scale. The names of both organizations include
''Cave''-we
know that to conserve and protect our
favorite karst feature, we must focus beyond the hole in
the ground to the broader landscape. Setting an example
of sustainable agricullnre at Hamilton Valley may be the
highest use of that land. We should all give this some
UlOught.

Historic artwork on the walls on Mammoth
mosaic by Chuck Swedlund.

Cave. Photo-

Methods for photographing giant rooms, long passages, tiny forntations, and animals will be presemed.
The workshop will be a hands on experience providing
structure for the student with little or no previous experience as well as flexibility for those with experience. A
final presentation at the end of the workshop will allow
for the exchange of ideas and snggestions for further
development.
11le in-cave activities will be at various locations in
Mammoth Cave and other area caves, including areas not
normally open to the general public rux! rarely photographed. Richard Zopf will assist, drawing on his over
20 years of caving in Mammoth. Excellem physical
condition is desirable, but not a necessity.
Editor's note: Instructor Chuck Swedlund is a professor of
photography at Southern Illinois University. lie has taught
photography for over 35 years and is the author of Photography: A Handbook of History, Materials, aM Processes.
His photographs are in the permanent collection of lbe
Musewn of Modern Art (New York), The Art Institute of
Chicago, Bibliotheque Nationale (Paris) and the National
Musewn of Modem Art (Kyoto). A JV with CRF's eastern
operations, he was awarded CRr Membership last fall.
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Cave Fish Conference
Mick Sutton

The scrond Ozark Cave Fish conference, hosted by
the Missouri Deparunent of Conservation (MIX), took
place in Springfield, Missouri March 23-24. Although
the federally listed Amblyopsis rosae (Ozark cave fish)
was the star of the show, a good deal of attention wa,
paid to arnblyopsids in general, especially the southem
and nonhem cave fishes.
A. rosae has a limited range on the
Springfield Plateau, encompassing far SW
Missouri and neighboring pieces of Arkansas
and Oklahoma. The largest known populations occur in two Arkansas caves. The fish
is federally listed as threatened, and is considered endangered in its home states.
Although the population seems for now to
be fairly stable, and the significant fish caves
have controlled access, continued development in the region poses an ongoing threat to
groundwater quality, and hence to the fish. The nmge
encompa,ses the rapidly expanding city of Springfield,
and a new regional airport will soon be built uncomfortably close to the two major Arkansas eaves.
In a keynote address, Tom Poulson gave an overview of the past 35 years of research on amblyopsids,
but concentrated on current research trends, which

Tom Aley (Ozark Underground Lab.) clearly
outlined what has to be the future management
strategy- "It's the habitat, stupid".
include sophisticated
mark/recapture
protocols and
molecular genetic typing. More delailed discussion of
mark/recaptnre statistics were given for A. rosae by
James Johnson and his colleagues from the University
of Arkansas, who have discovered that simple visual
connts give a distorted picture of population nnmbers.
Bill Pearson (University of Lonisville) and crew reponed
similar results for Amblyopsis spelaea in Kentucky and
Indiana. It seems that visual counts usually show 2550% of the fish present. Extrapolating from his results,
Bill was confident (or rash) enough to h37.ard an estimate
of 56,000 for the total world population of A. spelaea.
Mark/recapture studies also show that mobility in
the Ozark eave fish is greater than had been expected, and
tllat tlle accessible population exchanges members witlI
population pools in tlle inaccessible upstream reaches of
l1Ie system. This leads to tlle concept of "source" and
"drain" populations; tlle latter are of insufficient size to
be self-sustaining, but ean be extremely important as
centers for re-invasion of tlle prime habitat when a calastrophe such as long-term sewage conkllnination wipes
out a source population.
In contmst to tlle field studies, Dougla, Noltie an:!
his students from tlle University of Missouri, Columbia, have been outlining tlle laboratory behavior of cap-

tive southem eave fish (Typhliclhys sublerraneus). The
results include data on food consumption and growtll
rates, and on foraging habits-the
fish prefer to spend
time amongst coarse substrates rauler than fine ones,
perhaps reflecting tlle habitat preference of prey organisms.
Ken
Lister
(Missouri
Deparunent
of
Conservation) helped flesh out the picture witll field-data
on habitat preference in A. rosae.
The most provocative result was reported by one of
Noltie's students, Dean Bergstrom. In a study partly

Amblyopsis

rosac, star of ,he show.

funded by a CRF karst research grant, Bergslrom has
obtained mitochondrial
DNA (which is inheriled
matemally) from tiny bits clipped from tile tail fins of
live fish. Amplifying and sequencing tlle mONA of
several popnlations of five of the six species reveals a
taxonomy at odds wil1I tile traditional one. A. rosae
seems 10 have split off tlle amblyopsid line first, with
Typhliclhys splitting off next, followed by A. spelaea.
If tllis is tlle case, rosae is misplaced in tlle genus
In addition,
westem
and easlem
populations
of Typhliclhys
seem to have arisen
separately, and therefore represent two morphologically
convergent species, wil1I a dividing line along a paleoMississippi
channel in eastern Missouri.
Direct
infonnation on eas-t of the Mississippi populations is so
far lacking. Anolher resull of more lhan passing interest
to land managers is that A. rosae may itself be divided
into two distinct populations, or even two species.
FurtIler results will be needed if this scheme is 10 be
generally accepled, but it certainly points tlle way
towards answering taxonomic questions.

Amblyopsis.

Tom Aley (Ozark Underground Lab.) clearly oUllined what has to be tlle fulure management stralcgy"It's tile habitat, slupid". Attention must be focused on
tile delineation of recharge basins, lind on political legwork 10 convince the growing urban and rural populations lhat protecting groundwater quality is in Uleir own
best inlerest. As Dennis Figg (MIX) pointed out, tllis
should be an easy sell-everyone
ha, an interest in tile
qualily of their drinking water. A landowner outreach
program c<Xlfdinated by MIX has already lnade good
progress in this direction, but keeping up with economic
development schemes will L1ke some doing. In the general discnssion that ended the conference key players
agreed to fonn an official (US Fish & Wildlife Service)
eave fish recovery team to work towards tllat end.
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EXPEDITIONS
Guadalupes

Columbus Day, Oct. 10-14
Leader:Dick Venters
Attending the October 1994 Lincoln National Forest Expedition were 15 hardy and hardworking JV's. A
two-day familiarization and field check of known karst
features helped the new attendees grasp the potential of
the study area, though no new "goodies" were located
during the walk around (looks like our ridge-waIking
crews are doing an excellentjob).
We slJlrted a two-<1ayprecision theodolite surface
survey wbich will eventually tie-in all known karst features. One day was spent completing a biological and
geological survey in Serpentine Root Cave. A possible
new species of millipede may have been located; details
will be forthcoming.
The camp was closed on Thursday morning due to
the threat of an upcoming rain or snow storm. We
thought it wise to leave on a well-maintained roaIway
rather than maneuver through the slip-and-slide mud of
the study area
Participants:
John Corcoran III, Dorothy Corcoran,
Shannon Corcoran, Gavin Corcoran, Julie Curcio. Jim
Hardy, Fritzi Hardy, Tom Harris, Dennis Helffenstein. Josh
Landon. Bob Pape. John Patterson, John Patterson Jr..

David Sherrow, Dick Venters.

M.L. \Gng Day, January 14-15
Leader. Barry Loucks
On day one, three teams set off. One group resurveyeda passage off Left Hand Tunnel, ending in a very
complex flowstone and aragonite room. This area has
lots of fossils and numerous good specimens of dogtooth spar. Team 2 went to NE Passage, to a cul-de-sac
TYperoom where the book person sweated through
sketching the complicated area. Party 3 (the mud crew)
went to the New Mexico Room to do restoration. Following dinner, there was an evening trip to re-flag trails
in the beautiful Ranger Room.
On the second day, two parties continued work in
the Left Hand Tunnel and NE Passage areas. Party 3
went to a lead just off the Bellcord Room. They slJu1ed
in massive boneyard with lots of airflow and managed to
push 115 ft. They found many fore-reef fossils and corrosion residue, as well as a solitary dipluran.
For such a small crew (fourteen cavers) the expedition went well.
Crews: Left Hand Tunnel-I) Barry Loucks, Rita Loucks,
Ann Scavarda, Troy Shelton; 2) Barry Loucks, Rita Loucks,
Ann Scavarda. Mike Huber; NE Passage-I) Dave McClung,
Barbe Barker, Deb Marshall, Kevin Justus; 2) Dave

McClung,Barbe Barker, Deb Marshall, Troy Shelton; New
Mexico Room restora/ion-Lois

Bergthold, Tom Madison,

liz Madison, Mike Huber, Scott Lieske (NPS); Ranger
Room-Barbe Baker, Dave McClung, Kevin Justus, Deb
Marshall, Lois Bergthold, Troy Shelton; Bellcord RoomBrad Jennings,

Tom

Madison,

Kevin

Justus,

Lois

Bergthold.
Presidenls' Day, February 19-20
Leader; Tom Runyon.
A total of 24 cavers from Arizona, California,
Colorado, Missouri, New Mexico, Oregon, and Texas
were in attendance to assist in the ongoing exploration,
survey and inventory of Carlsbad Cavern. The CRF
Newsletter editors as well as noted cave geologist J.
Michael Queen acllil their expertise to the surveying
effort.
Survey and inventory were conducted by five teams
for a total of 1800 ft. of survey. Additionally, John
Mclean led a group into Lechuguilla Cave on Saturday
and Carlsbad Cavern on Sunday to conduct water-budget
studies.
The "L20" Left Hand Tunnel team continued to survey along the south wall of this passage, generating 250
ft. of survey. The tearn noted "crinkle blisters" and gypsnm hair, or possibly epsomite crystals in this area. A
possible magnetic anomaly frustrated efforts to survey a
small room off Left Hand Tunnel; this area warrants
further investigation. The "L23" Left Hand Tunnel crew
surveyed 200 ft. of passage, completing several loop
closures and identifying numerons leads through primarily boneyard passage. On Sunday night, there was a
short trip to connect another loop to a survey point
some 20 ft. below Left Hand Tunnel. One feature of this
spot is an awesome 10" diameter ammonite fossil.
A party completed 260 ft. of survey in the Chaos
area of Lower Cave. The tearn noted the presence of a
yellow substance, tentatively identified as sulfur. 1bcre
is "a bnnch" of additional work required here. A team
went to the F-Fissure, completing 415 ft. of survey, and
noting the presence of comxled speleothems, gypsum
flowers, and "a beautiful cascade of flowstone." The
team also established a flagging trail to help protect
sensitive areas.
There were two trips to the Gnadalupe Room, with
445 ft. surveyed, including new survey in the Lower Pit
series below the eastern edge of the room. The team
exited prematurely on Sunday after problems with a
clinometer. Two parties continued work in the Upper
and Lower Western Maze off the New Mexico Room.
The teams completed 220 ft. of survey and did reconnaissance to ascertain whether the significant leads have
been surveyed.
Additionally, Ann Scavarda led trips into Mabel's
Room on both evenings to photograph geological features for a geological inventory field guide.
I
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Crews:
LechuguiIla
hydrology-John
McLean, Bob
Buecher, Debbie Buecher; Carlsbad hydrology-John
Mclean, Fred Douglas, Ivy McLane; Left Hand Tunnel
(L20)-Barry
Loucks. Rita Loucks. Ann Scavarda, Talon
Newton; IHr (L23)-Tom Runyon, Deb Marshall, Mike
Huber, Michael Queen (Sat.), Kevin Glover (Sun.); Lower
Cave-Pat Helton. Fred Douglas, Ivy McLane; F-FissureKevin Justus, David Engle, Melanic Sharp: Guadalupe
Room-Doug
Kent. Kevin Glover. Marc Italiano (Sat.),
Mick Sutton (Sun.); New Mexico Room-Brian
Holcomb,
Lois Bergthold, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton (Sat.), Mike Queen
(Sun.); Mabel's Room photography-Ann
Scavarda, Darry
Loucks, Rita Loucks, Talon Newton, Kevin Justus (SUIl.),

Doug Kent (Sun,),

Mammoth

Cave

New Year, Dec, 3D, 1994-Jan.2, 1995
Leaders, Dave West & Karen Willmes
We had 39 participants in this expedition, We were
able to support projects both witllin and ontside tile
park. In tile park. IIDO ft, of new survey and 2150 ft. of
resurvey was accomplished, Outside tile park, 11DO ft. of
new survey was put into Vinegar Ridge Cave (a Central
Kentucky Karst Coalition project). Additionally. a party
resurveyed 400 ft, in lIidden River Cave.
Support for the Mammoth Cave Register, Names
Without Faces, and chert burrow study projects was also
provided. We had intended to send parties in support of
the smaller caves inventory, but these plans had to be
caneeled until the Park Service reworks the cave numbering system,
Geology: The chert burrow crew made two trips to P.
Strange Falls. TIley completed their photomosaic of the
unusual burrow slructures, and did a stratigmphic section
of the research amt to assess the depositional environment of the burrows. Samples were collected for thin
sections.
History:
Two parties continued signature collection
along Broadway and Audubon Avenue. Among the interesting writings tlley recorded were an advert ("Use Ivory
Soap"). a CCC-era signature, Stephen :Uld Ed Bishop.
etc. Graffiti from the 1960s and 1970s makes data collection difficult in this area. Wilh winter breezes blowing through the historic upper levels, these slow-moving trips are cold.
Chuck Swedlnnd continued photographing signatures out ncar the end of Gratz Avenue. This area is
damper than Gothic Avenue, and signatures tend to be
more blurred, Jndging from tile dates, the passage wasn't
much used after the I 920s,
Flint Ridge: Three parties worked in Unknown Cave
in support of Paul Hauck's Pohl Avenue sheet. Crew I
took a rope to the lower levels under Unknown
Entrance, beyond Water Valve Pit. TIle first objective
was a blind pit. but a second pit. which required creative
rigging, has several continuing leads. Party 2 went to

Ball Trail, where they con tinned the resurvey of "a
spaghetti-bowl of interconnecting passage levels". Crew
3 went to the Unknown-Salts link, intending to survey
the stream. It quickly became impassable, so they went
elsewhere and surveyed a s'marn passage and an npper
level.
The Upper Salts survey reached a milestone. with
the completion of the main line trunk passage beyond
Pike Chapman, The passage ends in a sandstone choke.
Several side passages remain to be resurveyed, and there
are still large unsurveyed lead"
Mammoth
Cave Ridge: A party went to Mystic
River mId resurveyed the alternative ronte into Mystic
Tributary, a route said to be "persistently low. slimy.
damp, and cherty" (though "not exceptionally nasty"!),
Work remains to be done filling in mazy areas,
Two parries went to lIoollands Avenue (the npstream Burley's Way maze, off Silliman Avenue) to
elcan np leads in a complex of domes and crawls. A
possibly large dome, perhaps Witll additional paS&1ge.
will take an eXJXlsed traverse to reach. For Lhe same map
sheet, there was a short trip to survey a minor cutaround
off Blue Spring Branch. One party member didn't fit
tllrough a squeeze; the rest of the party began to survey
but ran out of time before they conld finish the elosure.
Proctor,
River, & Roppel: A party in the Proctor
Cave upper levels fixed a loop problem and mapped
three side lcads.
Two crews went to tile Roppel section, but Roppel
was jinxed on this expedition-neitller
party accomplished tI,eir objectives. Trip I was aborted when it
beemne apparemlhat a novice member was not up to it.
Later, the expedition leaders went on a short trip to
check Olll a low, wet lead in Outward Bound, a mere 15
minutes from tile K1lan Entrmlee, bnt failed to find tile
way down to Genghis River.
Hidden River & Vinegllr
Ridge: A party went to
llidden River Cave's School Maze to fix some survey
mId tie-in problems.
A CKKC party took a 22 hoor trip into Vinegar
Ridge. TIley went ont the NOrtillown Freeway mId surveyed over 1.000 ft. in a multi-level canyon. They fonnd
a stream passage that continues both upstream ruKi
down.
Crews: P. Strange Chert-Tammy
Eifert, Michelle Warren,
John Holbrook; Broadway signatures-I)
Bob Parrish,
Chris Parrish, Ivy McLane, Fred Douglas; 2) Candice Leek,
Bob Parrish, Chris Parrish; GmlZ Ave, photos-I) Chuck
Swedlund, Gail Wagner; 2) Chuck Swedlund, Richard Young;
Unknown Entrance-Paul
Hauck, Dick Young, Jonathan
Zimmennan; Ball Trail-Candice
Leek, Mike Lace, Steve
Irvine, Roger McClure; Salts. Unknown Link-Paul Hauck,
Jonathan Zirrunennan, John Korabic, Steve Irvine; Salts
Tmnk-Mick
Sulton, Sue Hagan, Gail Wagner; Mystic
Tributary-Mick
Sutton,
Sue Hagan, WiesJaw Klis;
Hooflands Ave.-I)
Joyce Hoffmaster. Dave Prival, Miles
Drake; 2) Marc Ohms, Miles Drake, Dave PrivaJ; Blue
Spring Branch-Mike Yocum, Seamus Decker. Ivy McLane.
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Fred Douglas; ProclOr-Pat
Kambesis. Mike Lace, Laura
Decker; Roppel-l)
Jim Dorden. Marc Ohms, Les Carney;
2) Dave West, Karen Wilirnes; Hidden Rh'u-Mikc
Yocum,
Pal Kambesis. Laura Decker. Seamus Decker; Vinegar
Ridge-Russel
Conner, Bill Koerchner. Bill Stephens.
Thanks:
We could never have pulled this off without the
invaluable help of Larry Pursell, our camp manager. Also
deserving special mention for their help were Charley Pursell and Nancy Korabic. bur everyone pitched in to make
everything go smoothly.

M.L. King Day. January

The rest of Ule day was gi ven over 10 an Eastem
Operations meeting, and owing to bad weather next day,
trips planned for the smaller caves project were postponed in favor of continuing the discussions. Among
the topics discussed were; rationalizing Eastem OjX.'l'3tions funding procedures, updating the expedition leaders'
manual and the CRF Personnel manual, improved training procedures, Hamilton Valley work weekends, etc.
The meeting seemed 10 go well, and anoUler is planned
for later in the year (<L1teto be announced).
Attendees:
Phil DiBlasi. Cheryl Early. Jan Hemberger,
Dick Market, Dick Maxey. Roger McClure, Bob Osburn.

14-15

Leader. Mike Yocum
This expedition's primary focus was not caving, but
talking. However, some work on the smaller cave inventory was accomplished. John Fry (Nt'S) gave a brief
run-<lown on using the Park's Geographic Positioning
System (GPS) unit, after which we assisted John in
locating and labeling Cade Cave. It took quite a while to
get a GPS fix, possibly because of overcast weather.
While the GPS crew was waiting for an adequate number
of satellite fixes, another crew set a brass cap at the
entrance. Later, while trying to locate and label Ganter
Cave, we discovered that drilling 3/4" holes in limestone
rock will quickly drain the drill batteries. Parties need 10
ensure that both batteries are fully charged before l2king
them into the field. Two additional parties worked on
surface reconnaissance in the Wet Prong of Buffalo
Creek; however, adverse weaUler limited the effectiveness of both parties, and this work will need to be continued at a later date.

Sheila Sands. Mike Yocum, Richard Zopf.
Thanks:
to Phil and Jan for managing
expedition leader shuffled papers.

camp while the

I
President's

18-19

Day. February

Leaders; Dick Maxey & Cheryl Early
Forty-five people anended Ule expedition, and sixteen parties were fielded in snpport of Mammoth Cave
cartography. historic signature documentation, smaller
caves inventory, and Paleontology reconnaissance.
Mammoth Cave Cartography: There was a modest
start on resurveying the old route (off Martel Avenue) to
Mystic River. This is a long loop that needs to be
closed before work on several overlying map sheets can
proceed. Smaller cavers are preferred for survey in Ulis
cobble-floored crawlway.
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Two parties went to Unknown Cave after some
unplanned wandering tlJrough the woods, and mapped
400 ft. in the lower levels of Ball Trail where, in the
words of one party leader, "large cavers may experience
some adversity". In the upper (historic) Icvcls of Proctor
Cave, a party resurveyed 400 ft. of the route to Mystic
River Pit (not tlle Mystic River of Mammoth Cave
Ridgc).
lbere was an ovemight trip to Kaemper Avenue,
where the crew continued along the large passage begnn
over Thanksgiving. TIley mapped 1300 ft., by which
point the passage had degenemted to a crawl. It continues
though, with good air flow.
I}hotography
and Historic
Documentation:
Chuck Swedlund took two trips to Main Cave to test
procedures in preparation for his Summer in the Park
photogmphy course (see p. 4). Chief City was chosen as
a suitably vast venue for testing lighting techniques.
Signatnre docnmentation continued in Silliman
Avenne. High water in Echo River cnrtailed tlle effort
after 250 ft. of passage had been completed. The biggest

An outhouse of distinctive vintage was obtained
and placed on a lofty setting in Hamilton Valley.
Party leader Phil DiBlasi thus realized his dreamfacilities (albeit primitive) at Hamilton Valley.
cluster of names was across tlle passage from B10eding
Heart Spring. Another signatnre party continued along
Broadway towards Giant's Coffin, nnder cold and drafty
conditions.
Paleontology
Reconnaissance:
Paleontologist
Rick Toomey was taken on a quick tonr of potential
sites for paleontological remains. Stan Sides conducted
visits to Jim, Proctor, Adwell, Dogwood, and Owl
Caves. Next day, a party went to Rodger's Avenue to
look for Mississippian shark remains on tlle wall. 111e
remains consist of at least four teeth in different orientations. Nearby are two vertebmte tOOtll fragment, in the
ceiling. All of this material is in a shell hash layer at
least 50 cm thick, consisting mainly of bmehiopod
shells, crinoid stems, and hom corals.
Smaller
Caves:
Two inventory and location crews
worked the area of Fishtrap Hollow. GPS positions were
taken at Fishtrap Pits, Beech Tree Sink, Salamander,
Two Entrance, Squeeze, mId Deer Lick Caves. TIle lalter
has hoof prints from deer which apparently enter the
cave to lick the mirabilite. Bmss caps were placed at
Fishtrap Pits and Johnson Spring Cave. A tllird party
went to check cave locations in Dry Prong. 11ley
mapped Deer Skull Cave, Hideout Spring, mid Bryophyte Cave, all of tllem small. They also found a shelter
(Hideout Spring Cave) which has historical mid perhaps
archcological potential, as the entrance was partly walled
up. A crew of thin cavers continued tlle survey of
Wilson Cave for another 135 ft.

9
Etc.: JVs modeled for a TV film crew. '[be film will
air on cable TV as a segment on Mammoth Cave and
CRF in a series called "America's Crown Jewels: The
National Parks".
An outhouse of distinctive vintage was obtained and
placed on a lofty selling in Hamilton Valley. Party
leader Phil DiBlasi thus realized his dream-facilities
(albeit primitive) at Hamilton Valley.
Crews: Mystic River access route-Paul Cannalcy, Dill
Baus, E.T. Davis; Unknown Cave-I) Tom Drucker, Elizabeth Winkler. Russel Conner, Tern Hornaday; 2) Mike
Yocum, Dean Wiseman, Tom Trudeau, Andy DuBois; Main
Cavephotography-Chuck Swedlund, Richard Young; Silliman Ave. signatures-Larry Pursell, Bob Parrish, Chris
Parrish, lemma Wise; Broa$'ay signatures-Larry Pursell,
Bob Parrish, Charlie Pursell; Paleontology. small cavesStan Sides, Rick Toomey. Janice Tucker, Willie Hunt; Pale.
ontology, Rodger's Ave.-Rick
Olson.
Rick Toomey,
Cheryl Early. Chuck DuCroix. Smaller Cave inventory-I)

Scott 1I0use, Richard Zopf, John Fry (NPS); 2) Richard
Hand, Allen Gcreke, Regina Turner; 3) Scott House. Rick
Toomey, Richard Hand, John Korabic; Wilson Cave-Joyce
Hoffmaster, Janice Tucker, Willie Hunt; TV acting-Joyce
Hoffmaster, Sheila Sands, Doug Alderman; Outhouse-Phil
DiBlasi. Joyce Hoffmaster, Sheila Sands. Doug Alderman,
Dick Maxcy, Cheryl Early. Nancy Korabic, Jim Dorden.
Thanks:
to the large number of people who helped in the
kitchen and around camp, but especially to Dob Parrish,
Janice Tucker. Sheila Sands, and Paul Cannaley.

St. Patrick's

Day, March

18-19

Leader: Joycc 1l0ffma'ter
For tlle second year in a row, we were blessed with
exceptionally lovely weather for the March expedition,
which happened to be I1lefinal few days of wimer. lhcre
bad been less rainfall 111311
usual, although tlle Green
River still seemed fairly high.
Smaller Caves: A cave labeling crew placed brass
(actually, bronze) caps at tlle entrlUlCCSto a series of
small caves along tlle Buffalo Creek trail. Changes in
tlle procedure, notably using a freshly sharpened bit aIXI
drilling a smaller pilot hole first, resulted in much improved efficiency.
Photography
and Historic
Documentation:
Chuck Swedlund continued testing techniques in preparation for his Summer in the Cave photography course.
Some beautiful historic signatures were also located near
Violet City.
A signature party went to Little Bat A venue to look
at tlle "Alfred Croghan 1820" signature for hmldwriting
comparison witll the similar looking "Alfred AleXlmder
1854" in EI Ghor. 11ley tllen resumed data collection in
Broadway, working from the ox-stalls to tile artifact
eases. The area is d,unaged by modem graffiti, but they
crew llllU13gedto find some pre-1820 clusters.
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Mammoth
Cave Cartography:
There was another
trip to the Ball Trail complex in Unknown Cave. There
was no problem furding the entrance this time. Unfortunately, the party first lost time by inadvertenUy checking leads dooe last month, then after surveying for a
sbort time a party member became sick, ending the trip
(a questionable
portion of beef-noodle soup is
suspected).
A party went to Hooflands Avenue to try to cross a
pit to a dome, and to survey miscellaneous other leads.
Only one party member reached the dome, via a tight
ceiling channel, so no survey was done. TIle dome has at
least one good lead, requiring a short climb. The party
went elsewhere in the llooflands maze and mapped a
small side-passage for 15 slations. The passage continues low but passable; good knce and elbow pads are
recommended.
Three parties went in the Doyel Valley Entrance.
One group went up Bridge Avenue (The T-Survey) ruxl
mapped a very narrow canyon for nearly 500 ft. to a
dome complex. The only lead, which is the water input,
did not look thrilling. Another crew went far upstream

to continue the main-line resurvey as far as a radio location marker. This is an essential step in reducing a loop
closure error.
'lbe U,ird group went to Kaemper Avenue to survey
a lead off the trunk passage mapped during the last several trips. This fairly large passage ended decisively in
cemented breakdown after only 200 ft., so the party went
to the end of Ule main-line survey ruld continued out the
drafting crawl until only the point person would fit.
They finished by mapping some short side leads. The
party also did some judicious trail marking along Kaemper Avenue to help protect the paleo-sediments. The trail
is generally narrow and well-defined, but marking was
deemed desirable in some less clear areas.
Crews:
Smaller Caves-Richard Zapr. Lorlie Esterly,
Richard Hand, Mada Zopf; Main Cave photography-Chuck
Swedlund, Richard Young: Signatures-Larry Pursell. Dob
Parrish, Chris Parrish, Dave Hansen, Daniel Gregor; Ball
Trail-Bill
Putnam, Candy Leek, Rick Toomey, Janice
Tucker; Hooflands Ave.-Sheila Sands, Bob Salika, Matt
Mezydlo, George Deike; Bridge Ave.-Mike
Yocum. Dick
Maxey, Cheryl Early. Dick Market; Logsdon River-Bob
Osburn, Jon Smith, Russell Conner; Kaemper Ave.-Rick
Olson, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton.
Thanks:
especially to Larry Pursell, Bob Parrish, Roger
McClure, Janice Tucker, and LorHe Easterly for their invaluable help in the kitchen. Everyone else also pitched in and
helped, mostly without being asked.

Missouri
January

through

March,

1995

Repon by Mick Sutton
One trip was inadvertenUy omitted from the last
Newsletter--this
was the second survey trip to Davy

Crockett Cave (Mark Twain National Forest) following
a long hiatus since 1990. Slightly more than 400 ft. of
survey was accomplished along the main passage. The
cave has been vandalized with spray paint, initials in the
mud, and the diggings of pot-hunters since 1990. Subsequent trips (see February 1995 Newsletter) extended the
mapped length to 1600 ft. A return trip in January
cleaned up some leads at the entrance and in the downstream section, extending the length to 1885 ft. The
cave is atypical for Missouri in being (so far) almost
completely devoid of speleothems except for a few areas
of soda straws.
Work on the US Forest Service mapping and inventory project continued with a trip to the privately owned
Eleven Point Ranch (along a scenic casement wiUlin the
Eleven Point National Scenic River), where we did
detailed maps of neighboring Cricket and Onyx Caves
(to replace earlier preliminary maps by others) ruld ran a
surface survey between them. One objective was to collect pseudoseorpions to try to conflflll a possible new
variant or species that we'd collected on an earlier trip.
One was found in Ule very limited patch of habila~ but
it proved to be a typical example of Hesperochemes
occidentalis, so the earlier specimen was probably rul
anomaly.
A mapping and inventory crew visited the remote
and beautiful Sunklrulds area in Shannon County, a
region of remarkable surface karst, featuring very large
sinks. This is part of an extensive tract rccenUy acquired
by the Missouri Conservation Department. We mapped
and inventoried a collection of small caves and a natural
arch along Boyds Creek. Two of the caves were "new".
AIUlOugh we spent most of the day ncar the valley bottom, the only d=nt bit of aquatic habilat we sawall
day, complete with troglobitic runphipods, was high on
the hillside. Partly as a result of Ulis trip, the MDC is
considering an expansion of nearby Durr Oak Sink Natural Area (a protected designation) to encompass the
cavernous section of Boyds Creek.
Another exceptionally scenic comer of Shannon
County is Leatherwood Creek on Ule privately owned
Pioneer Forest. There was a visit there to continue mapping aIld inventorying Ule mostly small caves clustered
along the creek. An erstwhile shelter proved to have a
stream passage 100 ft. long, while two low neighboring
caves were found to be one and the same cave, after
moving loose sediments a little to open a tight spot.
Finally, there was a short trip in the Ozark National
Scenic Riverways (NPS), an area somewhat neglected of
late owing to other priorities. A crew mapped and inventoried Grrulite Quarry Annex Cave, which tUUledout to
be longer thaIl expected-<lbout 200 ft. of muddy but
mostly walking high passage.
Crews: Davy Crockelt Cave-I)
Steve Irvine, George
Dilbrey, Shawn Irvine; 2) George Bilbrey, Phillip Howell,
Jerry Jeremiah, Steve Irvine; Cricket & Onyx Caves-Scon
House, Doug Baker, Sue Hagan, Jerry Wagner, Mick Sutton;
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Boyds Creek-8cott House, Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton. Rick
Thorn (MDC); Leatherwood Creek-Scou
House, Doug
Baker, Sue Hagan. Mick Sutton. Granite Quarry AnnexScott House. Mick Sutton. Sue Hagan.

Fitton Cave
Report by Pete Liudsley
1994 saw the completion of the baseline survey in
Lower East Passage including the low-level connection
from CrysUl! Passage. We have now mapped probably
85% of the low level passage running from Bat Cave
enirailce 10 the T-Room 10 Grnnd Central. The remaining bits and pieces arc various fragments on different
levels that can tie 10 existing survey points.
During the August expedition we completed tile
survey of the Double Drop Pit passage, a small connecting passage between CrysUl! and Lower East. Only a
few cavers have traversed this obscure connection. and
the path has always been one-way, from CrysUl! to
Lower East, due to some tricky climb-downs. The connection to the Lower East Passage survey was through
an obscure lead that had been missed by numerous survey parties.
A surface traverse was completed between Fitton
Cave, Ice Box Cave, and Mud Cave entrances. Mud
Cave, a segment of large trunk passage, lies on the other
side of Cecil Creck from Fitton Enirailce and was found

Ozark

Scenic Riverways Cave
Management Team

A cave management team was recently formed by
the Ozark National Scenic Riverways to help update and
implement a long-standing NPS cave management plan.
Charles Putnam (NPS) leads a team which includes two
CRF people (Scott House and Mick Sutton) in addition
to NPS historian and archivist JetT Kroke, NPS archeologist Caven Clark, and Rick Thorn, cave specialist
with the Missouri Deparunent of Conservation.
The team met on March 27 in Van Buren. Amongst
the topics were the establishment of individnal management prescriptions for Park Service caves, and the
development of fundable cave and karst research proposals. A lot of time was spent discussing Scott House's
proposal to develop a flexible interagency cave database.
By having all users agree to a specific order of fields, the
database would be easily importable between software
platfonns, and additional fields could be <Uled on by
individual users to meet their specific needs. The database would replace the present cwnbersome State system, consisting of an antiquated cave location dataha<;e
cross-referenced to paper files.
There was also discussion of a eRF cost -share proposal which the NPS has recently approved. Scott will
collate and rationalize all the accessible infonnation
from a wide variety of sources regarding the Riverways'

to be about 100 ft. from the breakdown end of Ice Box
Cave, and just above it in elevation. There is now little
doubt that Mud Cave is the source of the airflow in Ice
Box Cave. The small stream in Ice Box lies about 24 ft.
below the bed of Cecil Creek, which was quite dry
except for a few pools in August.
HELP-we need help on the cartography to bring
some of our quadrangles up to date. There are about 6
new quads that need to be started, plus lots of sketch
improvement. You can help by drawing up small seetions of a draft map, inking quads, field-<:hecking maps,
and checking system closures on the computer.
We will continue emphasizing passage detail and
cross-sections during 1995. The bulk of the main passage has been surveyed now, but there is a lot of cleanup work. One of the primary projects this year is to
continue some giant, multi-level cross-sections through
the East Passage area. Five expeditions are scbednled
(see Calendar, p. 16). As always, the August expedition
is a good opportunity for scientists and "long-distance"
cavers to make plans to visit. We encourage science
projects, and are in a good position to support scientists
with maps and field assistance. Interested investigators
should contact project manager Pete Lindlsey, 12
Orchard Road, Lucas, TX 75002-8061 (214-727-2497,
II; 214-952-2827, W).

300 known caves. This infonnation will be included in a
version of the databa.<;ediscussed above, and a proposed
management prescription will be included for each cave.
This project will mesh with the ongoing establishment
of a cenlra1ized archive for the ONSR, as reported by
NPS archivist Jeff Kroke.
One problem that will require attention is a proposed rerouting of a highway that has the potential to
cause significant damage to Round Spring Cavern (an
NPS show-<:ave) and other features.
Caven Clark discussed the results to date of his cave
archeology survey, and how his special needs and problems fit into the general scheme of things. Pot-hunters
have damaged many sites, but much of interest remains.

The most promising sites tend to occur in less conspicuous overhang and rock shelter sites, not all of
which will belong in a cave database. One problem
apparent from Caven's field-work is the need for topo.
map blow-ups, since there are many closely-spaced clusters of caves within the Riverways, and existing location
data is of variable quality. To address tlle same problem
(which cave is tilis?) a bmss-<:ap labeling scheme, simi.
lar to that being conducted by CRF at Mammoth Cave
National Park, was agreed upon.
TIle management team will meet regularly to update
these plans and to monilor progress towards their
implementation.
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Carlsbad

Cartography

Update

Pat Helton
What a difference a year makes. The current survey
information is much more professional and accurate. We
are finally achieving the resulls we knew we were capable of producing. The "old pros" are turning out excellent work as always, but many have risen to a new level
and are setting the standard for new JV's to meet. Along
with the excellent survey work, a new attitude and spirit
is evident in the expeditions.
New software is now on hand which allows us to
have more and better updates on the status of various
surveys. With the data and sketches now being turned in,
the maps we produce will be more accurate and have
much greater detail. Those pesky cross sections and promes are being put to good use, producing usable maps
that illustrate the true character of the surveyed passages.
The creation and closing of loops insures the accuracy of
the survey and will eliminate the need for further resurvey trips, which take a toll on the cave.
Several individuals have taken on Ute responsibility
of managing the survey efforts in particular parts of the
Cavern. The presence of a person intimately familiar
with a certain area makes a survey team much more
productive and has resulled in new footage being added in
addition to resurvey. Learning how to read a particular
portion of the cave is a valuable asset and leads to new
discoveries that would be missed on a one-time visit.
As a result of the high quality work being done,
CRF has been offered several new and interesting opportunities in the Guadalupes.

Lincoln
Capitan

National Forest,
Peak, 1991-1994
Dick Venters

Since its inception on July 6, 1991, CRF expeditions in the Lincoln National Forest, Capitan Peak
Study Area have yielded seventy-three sinks and paleosinks and fourteen caves. Many JVs have graciously
donated time (1400 volunteer hours), knowledge and
effort in ridge-walking approximately
fifteen square
miles from east of Sawmill Canyon to west of Pancho
Canyon. Their treks have taken them through juniper
and ponderosa-rovered limestone hills and slopes. Our
base camp has been in a small valley cast of Sawset
Canyon and has proved to be an excellent taking-off
point to conduct our ridge-walking and scientific studies.
This has included nearby Serpentine Root Cave which
contains a diverse environment. A recent biological and
geological survey in this cave located a possible new
species of millipede.
Because the Lincoln National Forest has not issued
a permit, we have been unable to start any cave digs, but
1 feel optimistic about obtaining permission in Ule
future. During the October 1994, expedition, we began a
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preelSlon theodolite surface survey. With preliminary
stations placed on a known quarter section comer, we
will be able to tic in all known karst features with more
accuracy and have starting points for future in-cave
surveys.

Carlsbad

Caverns Considered
for World
Heritage Site Designation

In late 1994, a nomination was submitted to desigIllite Carlsbad Caverns National Park a World Heritage
Site. That nomination is currenUy being evaluated by
the World Conservation Union and a decision could
come by Ule end of the year.
World Heritage Sites designation is intended to protect outstanding natural and eullural areas that are of
such unique value that they should be considered part of
the heritage of all humankind. Among the 358 sites
presently recognized are such places as the Greal Wall or
China, the Taj Mahal and Grand Canyon National Park.
'Illere are currently 17 World Heritage Sites in the
United States, with only one cave among them
(Mammoth Cave National Park). Carlsbad Caverns
Superintendent Frank Deckert a1ld his s~,fr arc guanledly
optimistic that there will soon be a second.
Source: NPS News Release

Sewage Leaks, Parking
Runoffs at Carlsbad

Lot

Several years ago. concern mounted that runoff from
parking lots and sewage leakages might be infiltraling
Carlsbad Cavern and other NPS-administered caves. 'Ille
Southwest Regional Office, in conjunction with the
University of Colorado and the NPS Water Resources
Division in Fort Collins, Colorado, has initiated a waler
infiltration study. Scientists have already made several
discoveries from the research and inventory trips.
Recent videography of sewer lines indicates that the
lines may have been leaking for many years. In addition,
grease, transmission fluids, altti-frceze and other contaminants wash off tlte parking lots altd down through
the limestone cracks and fissures.
Fecal colifonn bacteria have been found in an undeveloped section of Carlsbad Caverns which is associated
with drippings from the cave ceiling, Researchers have
also noticed unusual molds and fungi growing on walls
and ceilings in remote areas of the cave.
The study will also examine the potential impact of
catastrophic events such as a major nrc in UlC maintenance yard overlying the cave entrance. Recommendations could include relocating ce~'lin buildings and practices off the limestone areas of the Park altogether.
Sources: Park Science Vol. 15. No. 1, Winter
1995; Dale Pale, "Carlsbad Cavern Infiltration
News, April, 1995.

Study:' NSS
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New Superintendent
at MCNP
Ron Switzer has been named Superintendent of
Mammoth Cave National Park. Switzer is an anthropologist and archeologist by training, with 26 years
experience in the Park Service, including work at Mesa
Verde, the Midwest Archeological Center (Nebraska),
Southwest Regional Office (New Mexico), and Jean
Lafiue National Historic Park (Louisiana). Most
recently, he has been superintendent of Big Thicket
National Preserve (Texas) where he earned the Dept. of
Interior's Superior Service Award. CRF extends our
sincerest welcome to Superintendent Switzer.
New Chief or Resource Management at
Carlsbad
Gary Vequist, formerly resources manager in the
Alaska Regional Office, has been named as Carlsbad
Caverns' Chief of Resource Management and Visitor
ProleCtion.Vequist's past experience iucludes Glacier
Bay National Park and Preserve (Arkansas), Death Val-

ley National Park (California) and Fire Island National
Seashore (New York).

Carlsbad Caverns NP Wins
Garrison Gold Interpretive Award
Carlsbad Caverns National Park has won the prestigious Garrison Gold AwanJ for its educational and
interpretive programs during 1994. 'nle award is given
to one park each year in the five state area of the Southwest Region.
Accomplishments ciled in announcing tile aw.Jrd
include the new daily tours through portions of the cave
to enhance protection of fonnations, new exhibits,
teacher workshops, youth programs, a major expansion
of the visitor center bookstore, the park's active volunleer and publications programs, and other partnership
programs with the local community.
Source: NPS New Release, 2/8/95

Unanimity of opinion was rare, but the partICIpants
(ranging from long-time JVs to one first-timer) were in
cnnsensus tllat this first lIamilton Valley expedition was
an inspiration for moving all operations to the site as
soon as feasible. To all those who have donated so much
time in fixing up the tenant house, erecting the outhouses, getting the road in, providing caretaker services
and performing all tile countless other tasks, our deepest
gmtitude. Finally, to those whn made the dream a reality
through their financial contributions to the building
fund-may Floyd's spirit be ever with you!

Hamilton Valley Expedition
...ContinuedJrom p.l

Attendees: Doug Alderman, Jim Borden, Chris Deck, Don
Bittle, Kevin Downs, Cheryl Early. Harry Grover. Sue
Hagan. John Korabic. Nancy Korabic. Dick Maxey. Rick

Olson, Art Palmer, Peggy Palmer, Sheila Sands, Mick Sutton, Chuck Swedlund, Mike Yocum,

Cooking aJ Hamilton

Valley-photo

Richard Zopf.

by Mike Yocum.

disposable plates and cups; until dish-washing is more
feasible, future participants will be encouraged to hring
their own eating utensils.
The expedition leaders will present a summary of
the ideas generaled to the CRF Board. Topics included
land-management concerns, the time-table for facility
construction, and ways of managing future expeditions.

Remember the Speleohul? Relaxing
Valley-photo
by Mike Yocum.

at Hamilton
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Discovering Patti Jo Watson
Sue Hagan
In the PBS' Discovering Women series on the lives
of important scientists, CRr's Patti Jo Watson was
feabJred in a one-hour program entitled "Secrets Underground" aired in early April.
When Dr. Watson began her work, she was one of
less than a dozen women PhDs in her field. Her findings
in cave archeology became the centerpiece of a career
that has made major contributions to archaeology as
recognized in her being a recipient of membership in the
National Academy of Sciences.
Extensive in-cave footage from the "Secrets Uoo.,rground" film explained the techniques Dr. Watson developed and the importance of her findings. Through
analysis of 2,500 year old fecal samples, proof was
found that local seed cultivation occurred at a time-period
earlier than previously recognized and this agricultural
development occurred independent of development elsewhere. Watson, along with her collaborator Mary Kennedy (also a JV), have more recently pushed the theory
that it was women who developed domesticated plants, a
notion contrary to traditional explanations of role diversification.

The
Philosophical

Underground

Caving

Caving, by Richard Watson, 1994. Cave Books, St.
Louis. 17 pp. $3 plus S&H. Reviewed by S. Hagan.
Also published (and appropriately named) as Dust
from Ihe Ego Trip, Red Watson's newest book, Caving,
is a short philosophieitJ treatise on me subject nearest
and dearest to us all. As a renowned caver and a not so
shoddy philosopher either, he attempts to answer the
question we've all grappled with (or dismissed as not
worm me bomer)-why
caving? I think he docs a pretty
good job of answering the question, but if that thought
is disinspiring, readers will also find a good deal of great
humor.
Several years ago I had an opportunity to ask Red
almost any question I wanted to (he had consented to be
interviewed for the Newsletter). This was just about the
first time I had met him, and I was admittedly awed by
his caving and academic reputation. None me less, one
of my first questions was, "Why do you tllink you got
me NSS Honorary Life Membership?" No sooner had
the words escaped than I heard my internal voice going,
"Dumb question"; would you ask a Nobel prize winner
why? Well, 10 and behold, in Caving, Red asks himself
me same question:

Dr. Watson was also shown studying the origin of
agricultural development in China at a future dam site
along the Yellow River: "I love finding out how people
lived in the past..it's a rural scene I can rcally identify
with" she comments, tracing her interest in the lives of
common people to her rural upbringing in Nebraska.
Omer scientific work of Dr. Watson presented in the
film included the shell mounds of Logansport, Kentucky-a prehistoric burial and camp site; Jaguar Cave
in Tennessee-where
the trip unexpectedly became a
cave rescue, caplured on film, when one of the party
members collapsed from insulin shock; and the sbJdy
and eventual repatriation of aboriginal bones found in a
cave in Colorado's White River National Forest.
The CRF family who have known Patti Jo, her
hnsband Red and meir daughter Anna from nearly four
decades of involvelnent wim the Foundation certainly
will have enjoyed the at-home scenes of the Watsons and
their candid comme~tsabout one another. Other fmniliar
JV faces seen in the film were Ken Carstens, Phil
DiBlasi, Cyndi Masch and Tom Poulson. "Secrets
Underground" was 'a wonderful tribute to Palli J 0
Watson, her tremendous accomplishments and the fine
human being she is'-we are all very grateful that she
has been and continues to be a central part of tlle
Foundation.
I

Reader
.:.perhaps it is a reward. a reward for never in all
these years, never once having been involved in

NSS politics.
That, by the way, is not the answer he gave me, nor of
course the rcal reason. The full transcript of the speech
he gave at the NSS Convention ends this small book; it
alone would justify 'the $3 price. But mere is quite a bit
more, including answers to the question "why caving",
which I won't give away because the discerning reader
can find the gems without a guide.
However,
as to why he
think the rcal
to answer that

I will quibble with Watson's explanation
quit caving ("because I got too old"). I
reason is obvious-he
wanted to be able
question as well.

*****
Several articles of interest to CRF cavers have
appeared in recent magazines:

Bals in Ihe National

Parks. The Spring 1995
issue of Bats, journal of Bat Conservation International
carries a feature article by Mari Houghton and Ron
Kerbo on the protection of bats within the Natinnal
Parks, with an emphasis on Carlsbad Cavern and Mammoth Cave. Attitudes within the NPS towards bats has
changed radically over the years. In the early years of
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Carlsbad Cavern National Monument, the bats were
given little consideration, despite their being a major
tourist attraction. Early tours invaded the bat roost, and
artificial shafts in the ceiling, drilled by historic guano
miners, continued to adversely affect the climate of the
roost. Nowadays, the mine shafts have been scaled, and
tourists are divened well away from the roost. Partly as
a result (and partly owing to the outlawing of DD'n the
colony of Mexican frcctails has somewhat recovered its
numbers, and the morning and evening bat flights continue to be a big tourist attraction.

forests, in that species "are being destroyed before being
discovered." The Nature Conservancy, though, has taken
responsibility for protecting a lot of habitat for endangered cavernicoles-"at
least 113 Conservancy preserves
in the united States are centered around caves lliK! their
creatures." Clearly, this is a wonhy organization for
cavers to suppon.

At Mammoth Cave National Park, Long Cave
affords an illustration of the same process. This former
tourist cave is an Indiana bat hibernation cave, one of
five within the park. Until very recently, however, the
chief management consideration was the deterrence of
unauthorized human entry by the construction of a series
of increasingly restrictive gates, one result of which wal)
to warm the roost beyond the bats' comfon range.
Although bats were still (barely) able to enter the cave,
their nwnbers plwnmeted. Finally, last summer the old
gate was tom out (sec November 1994 News/euer) and a
bat-friendly gate installed. The census last winter was up
slightly, but there's a long way to go to re:lCh historic
nwnbers.

New from

Lessons from

Hidden River. The May/June 1995

Nature Conservarn:y magazine features Hidden River
Cave and Mammoth Cave in an article by Willillin
Stolzenberg emphasizing tl,e links between the surface
lliK! the subsurface environment. Hidden River's wellknown historic problem is nicely sununarizcd: .•...the
cave's 'fern-clad lips' now issued a wilting breath tlJat
pervaded Main Street and persuaded evcn the most rockgutted of sightseers to seek cleaner pastures." The article
uses the deterioration llild ongoing recovery of Hidden
River as a hook to discuss cave life in general, lliK!the
imponance of protecting the entire watershed, not just
the cave entrllilce.
'n,ere are quotes from John Holsinger, Tom Aley,
Rick Olson, Dave Foster, and Jerry Lewis, among
otl,ers. Rick Olson discusses adverse human impacts,
both historic and ongoing, on Mammoth Cave-lint
on
the snowballs, as well as habitat impoverishment by the
Green River dam, etc. Lewis likens the envirownental
assaults on the suh-surface to destruction of the rain
'10 what was a brave expedition on her part, ny
mother accQmpanied me when I was fourteen to Mammoth
Cave in Kentucky. The Cavern system ..one of the largest in
the world, had recently been set aside as a national park.
As we descended into the gloom, I held back from the tour
group to search (illegally) along the walkways for blind
yellow ground beetles, cave crickets, and any other cavedwelling insects I could find, giving the specimens to ny
mother to hold. She lost them somewhere near the cave
exit, and I sulked all the way back to Louisville."
Edward O. Wilson.
Island Press.

Naturalist,

Washington,

OC 1994,

The article is nicely illustrated with numerous wildlife photos.
Cave Books-

Caverns Measureless To Man
Sheck Exley, who was probably Ule world's leading cave
diver, completed his autobiography shorUy before his
fatal attempt to break Ule world depth record in zacaton.
The book tells of 30 years of exploration on the cutting

edge of underwater cave exploration.

Caverns Measureless 10 Man is Available from
Cave Books, 5222 EasUand Drive, New Carlisle, 011
45344 for $32.50 (hb) or $21.50 (pb) + $2.50 postage
and handling ($0.50 for each additional book).
Other recent additions to the Cave Books catalogue
include:
Ackennan- The Moon by Whale Light
Dlack-J Don't Play Golf [rescue stories]
Callot-Cave
Photography [in French]
$20.00
Oasher-Dn Station [survey techniques]
Mcrcdith-Giant
Caves of Borneo

Add postage llild hllildling

Indiana

$19.95
$12.95

bb
bb

$t 7.00

bb
bb
hb

$35.00

a' above.

Bats Declining

in Missouri

111e Indiana bat, llil endangered species, has been
loosing ground in Missouri. Rick Clawson (Missouri
Department of Conservation), who has been monitoring
populations, is unable to explain the decline. In midFebruary, he visited Brooks Cave and counted only 750
Indiana bats, down from 19,000 in 1979 and half the
number found two years ago. At Great Spirit Cave, only
450 Indiana bats were found. compared to I,SOO in the
smne cave in 1981. The Slline trend has been found in
olher caves this winter.
The Indiana bat is holding a steady population in
Kentucky and is increasing in Indillila, adding perplexity
to their decline in Missouri. Since the known hibernation caves are protected, the problem is probably in the
summertime habitat, but why this should differ from
Kentucky and Indiana is a mystery.
CRF activity in Missouri has provided input to the
MDC on the locations of bat colonies and rccollunendalions for cave gating.
Source: The SI. Francois County Daily Journal,
27, 1995.

Februmy

CALENDAR
MAMMOTH
Memorial
7991.

Day,

Independence
314-282-3246.
Science

Day,

Conference,

Summer,
2092.
Labor

May

Aug.
Day,

Sept.

CAVE

26.29.
June

July

30-July
6-'.

MISSOURI

Phil Bodanza. 914-2559.

Scau House,

See details. p. 2.

Neil & Terri Hammond,

4-7.

1-4. Bob Osburn,

314-984-8453

Hamilton
Valley
Cleanup,
the cameras. See details, p. 3.

Sept.

Columbus
5618.

Paul Caooaley,

Day,

Oct.

6-9.

317-786-

16.

Gel ready for

May

6-7,

May

27-28,

June

10,

July

IS.

Powder
Mill Creek
Cave,
preliminary
May 13, June 10, June 24, July 29,
Check with Doug Baker to confirm.

schedule:
August
19.

The Missouri schedule is subject to last-minute changes. Survey and bio-inventory
trips take place at frequent intervals.
and scheduling is usually flexible enough to accommodate all
JV s who wish to sample some Ozark caving. Please call Scott
House (314-282-3246), Doug Baker (314-878-8831)
or Mick
Sutton (314-546-2864).

317-862GUADALUI'ES

Thanksgiving,
Nov. 22.26.
Phil DiBlasi & Jan Hemberger, 502-637-2030 (II); 502-852-6724 (PO, W)
New Year, Dec. 29.Jao
1, 1996. Dave West & Karen
Willrnes, 301-460-4299 (OW) or 301-366-5038 (KW).
First and last dates are arrival and departure dates.
notify the expedition leader or the Operations Manager
Yocum (502-227-7254)
two weeks in advance. Some
one-day expeditions may be extended to a second day
discretion of the expedition leader.
FITTON

CAVE,

Please
Mike
of the
at the

ARKANSAS

May 27-29;
June
17-18;
August
3-6; Sept.
30Oct. 1.
Please notify the project manager or area manager at least one
week in advance. We are limited to a maximum of 21 Ns at
anyone time, but this number may be reduced in the future. As
always, bring your own food and supplies.
Pete Lindsley (project manager) 12 Orchard Road, Lucas. lX
75002-8061; (214-727-2497,
II; 214-952-2827,
W);
Danny Vann (area manager). 16026 Greasy Valley. Prairie
Grove, AR 72753. (501-848-3308, H).

CAVE RESEARCH FOUNDATION
P.O.BOX 443
YELLOW SPRINGS, OH 45387

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Dry Cave, May 20. Sorry expedition is full
CCNl\
Memorial
Day, I\1ay 27-29.
Carlsbad
Restoration
Field Camp,
June
J)ry Cave, July 8.
CCNP,
Labor
Day, Sept. 2-4
Dry Cave, Sept.
16.
Lincoln
NF, Oct, 7.14
Dry Ca ve, Oct. 21.
CCNP,
Tbanksgivlng,
Nov,
23.26,
CCNP.
Late Fall, Dec. 15-17.

19-24

To sign up for Carlsbad Caverns NP expeditions,
notify the
Personnel Officer Bryan Holcomb. 1224 Monroe NE, Albuquerque, NM 87110 (505-266-8485).
at least one week in
advance. For Dry Cave trips. call Pat Helton (806-796-0973);
for the LNF trip, call Dick Venters (505-884-0640).
CALIFORNIA
For Lilburn schedule information,
call John Tinsley (415327-2368;
Jl1NSLEY@SIERRA.WR.USGS.GOV).
For Lava
Beds schedule, call Janet Sowers (510-236-3009)
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